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Abstract
Many European cities with air quality concerns struggle how to further roll out charging infrastructure in the coming years in a cost effective manner. Typical concerns include charging point under-capacity (scarcity of charging points due to high demand) as well as over-capacity (placement of charging points in less prevalent locations). Being able to predict future utilization of charging stations would provide a great deal to policy makers in order to achieve more optimized infrastructure planning and roll out. This paper argues that in order to make solid predictions on the future use of charging stations one needs to acknowledge significant differences in charging behavior amongst user types, be it residents, commuters, city visitors or users of electric car sharing schemes. This paper sets out to unravel the particular charging patterns of different user types in terms of timing, charging amount and location preferences. By combining the specific user patterns with probabilities on which locations these users are likely to charge, the user-based charging patterns provide a powerful starting point to make predictions how charging points are likely to be used, as well as provide policy makers tools to make strategic decisions how to optimize the roll out of new charging infrastructure.
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1 Introduction
A large number of cities have developed extensive charging infrastructure to facilitate the development for electric mobility. Several European e-mobility-related projects show how cities have moved from small scale demonstration projects, to more mature and city-covering charging infrastructure [1] [2] [3].

Many European cities with air quality concerns struggle how to further roll out charging infrastructure in the coming years in a cost effective manner [4]. Where the focus of municipalities has mainly been on the roll out of infrastructure, in most cases they lack the knowledge what determines whether the charging infrastructure used effectively or not. Typical concerns include under-capacity (scarcity of charging points due to high demand) as well as overcapacity (placement of charging points in less prevalent locations). Both sides of concerns relate to individual charging point effectiveness and efficiency.

Although optimization of a total charging infrastructure has been investigated in earlier studies such as [5], the single charging point performance has not been operationalized on existing charging infrastructure.

Charging behavior of EV users has been subject of several studies [5, 6, 7] that describe user power demand, start time patterns, duration and frequency of fleet users and home users. Other
studies [8] [5] describe external factors influencing charging behavior such as weather conditions and interaction between EV users. From these studies it appeared that bad weather has a negative impact on the amount of kWh charged and interaction between EV users has a positive impact on EV adoption and therewith amount of kWh charged. Most studies have a strong focus on energy demand implications of upscaling the EV user base. And most studies gather data varying from test projects containing 10 to 50 EV’s during a test period [9] [7]. However, little is known about charging behavior in real world situations, particularly in existing charging infrastructure. This study takes a first step in describing charging behavior in such a way that it enables to define a relation between charging point performance and charging behavior based on real world data in a metropolitan area. Contrary to other studies it contains both an EV user base of typical EV users such as home users and fleet users, as well as distinctive user groups such as taxis, car sharing and entrepreneurs. The area of subject is Amsterdam, which is frontrunner in charging infrastructure roll out [10] and implementation of new electric modalities such as large scale taxi and car sharing [11, 12].

The aim of this research is to provide local policy makers and charging infrastructure providers with insight in the relation of user behavior and charging infrastructure performance in order to develop an efficient rollout strategy. The results of this study can be used to predict charging infrastructure efficiency and effectiveness and thereby this paper contributes to insight and forecasting power for policy makers on how and where to further roll out new charging stations, as well as establishing success factors for more attractive business cases for charging points.

This paper takes the first step in building a research framework that connects EV user charging behavior to charging point performance. In this first step charging behavior of different types of EV users are operationalized in distinctive variables. Next, it defines hypotheses to fill in the framework. And at last it displays some first results to evaluate a number of hypotheses concerning charge behavior of particular user types.

2 Related works

This chapter explores available literature on charging behavior of EV users and charging infrastructure performance.

2.1 Studies on charging behavior

Charging behavior and charging infrastructure roll out optimization have been subject to studies since the introduction of EV charging infrastructure. On the one hand there are studies that describe charging behavior results of real world EV users in pilot tests [7] [13] or semi controlled [14] [15] environments. In those studies charging behavior is operationalized in charging times and patterns derived from charge data. Some studies include driving patterns as well. Next, there are social studies on charging behavior based on enquiries or interviews for example, on range sufficiency [16]. Most studies have an observing and describing character, rather than finding out the causes of or particular characteristics of charging behavior. Due to the current state of EV adoption and lack of large scale roll out of EV infrastructure, there is a limited amount of studies that include a wide area of scope with a high EV user density. The research on Dutch EV users’ charging behavior in [17] is an exception by analyzing all mid-sized municipalities in the Netherlands. Yet, this study does not include high density EV infrastructure areas such as the Amsterdam region.

On the other hand top-down simulation and modeling studies for a to-be-rolled-out infrastructure were performed taking into account possible charging strategies of EV users [18] [19]. Those studies mainly focus at minimizing charging costs, optimal load balancing, optimal power balancing, achieving satisfactory state of energy levels [20] [21] [22]. Charging infrastructure efficiency is thus operationalized from the perspective of energy grid operators. Worth mentioning is that most top down simulations typically focus on fast charging infrastructure, while most municipalities roll out single or three phase slow charging infrastructure.

Concluding it can be said that there is a gap in literature regarding large scale analysis of charging behavior based on real world data from non-pilot situations.

2.2 Influencing factors of charging behavior

This paragraph develops a definition of charging behavior suitable for this research by building on related definitions found in literature. It discusses the state of the art on influencing factors on charging behavior and thereafter identifies the most relevant factors. It provides limitations and
implications of the developed working definition as well.

Charging behavior can be seen as the resultant of a decision made by the EV user to charge a car after driving in which the user has a certain degree of freedom in choosing time of charging, location of charging and duration of charging. The degrees of freedom within this decision strongly depend on the individual situation of the EV user, for example an almost empty full electric vehicle (FEV) has less degrees of freedom than a PHEV car user.

EV users interact in a socio-technical system containing charging infrastructure elements (charging points), a fleet of electric vehicles, and formal rules such as local policy and unwritten rules in these interactions such as etiquettes [8]. Many studies have developed either an integrated or specific model for charging behavior with driver related, vehicle related and infrastructure related dimensions; [16] [17] [5], see Table 1 for examples. Based on those studies charging behavior thus is the result of three types of interacting influencing factors: factors related to the driver, to the infrastructure and to the vehicle.

Table 1: Influencing factors on charging behavior [17]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver related</th>
<th>Vehicle Experience, degree of trip and charging planning, social interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure related</td>
<td>Charging point area, Charging point density, parking pressure, ratio of types of charging points, infrastructure policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle related</td>
<td>Vehicle type, Battery size, range, consumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Driver related charging behavior starts when EV users have the intention to charge their car. In literature several different points of view are mentioned regarding the intention and rationality of charging behavior. On the one hand some researchers define (re)charging strategies that EV users deliberately tend to exhibit [18] [23]. Those strategies vary from overnight charging to short parking charging. The degree of trip and charging planning is high for such users.

On the other hand other researchers tend to focus on the bounded rationality and relation between user experience and charging behavior [8] [5]. For example the often mentioned range anxiety influences the charging behavior [16], yet this is also a resultant of the amount of experience a specific EV user has. One could thus argue that charging behavior develops from an unsteady state of charging behavior to a more steady, consistent behavior as users gain more experience with EV charging.

A related question is whether driving patterns should be part of charging behavior as well. One could argue that if the transition between driving and charging takes place at the moment that the intention of a EV driver to charge turns into the decision of charging, that from that moment the last driven miles should be seen as charging. This is when the intention to charge takes over the function of driving. The length of the path in time and space are part of the charging behavior and could be used in cluster analysis to distinguish specific user groups. For example the groups of users that carefully plan charging or the users that decide to charge as soon as they see a free charging spot. If charging behavior is seen as intentional behavior, then insight in last mile decisions could help to optimize EV infrastructure use.

A reason to include driving patterns in EV charging behavior is that some researches [24] support the concept of central optimization of EV charging infrastructure load balancing by routing EV users to specific charging points. This would result in imposed last mile driving patterns contrary to the intentional patterns.

The last aspect of driver related charging behavior is that EV users interact with each other influencing timing and location of charging. Illustrative is the phenomenon where EV users use social media services to influence charge behavior, for instance that one EV user with a fully charged car makes space for another user to charge its car [8]. A result of this social interaction is that the charge intention and moment of start charging will differ.

The second category of influencing factors of charge behavior is infrastructure-related. Speidel and Braun (2014) [25] emphasize the interaction between charging infrastructure and the user. According to their research, the geographic area (or neighborhood) that forms the context of a particular charging station determines the effect of the EV infrastructure on the EV user. For example charging stations in shopping areas result in different behavior than charging stations in low parking pressure environments. Jabeen et al. [9] state that users explicitly choose to charge at work or at public charging points due to parking pressure yet inexplicitly choose to charge at home.
Speidel and Braunl [25] suggest driving patterns within the infrastructure, charging characteristics, charge timing, and vehicle penetration are the key factors behind EV energy usage. Driving patterns could be of particular interest in areas that have EV infrastructures being rolled out. In low and increasing density infrastructure, the driving pattern from an occupied to free charging point could help stakeholders to efficiently further roll out the infrastructure. In very dense infrastructure such as Amsterdam south region this pattern might not be that relevant since the trip from one station to the other too short to measure effects. However, the combination of parking pressure, charging demand and charging point density may explain particular charging behavior such as parking behavior at charging points and the use of other than preferred charging stations. Particularly in dense charging infrastructure areas where charging demand exceeds the supply of charging points EV users could encounter occupied chosen charging stations, leading EV users to use other than their preferred charging station. The local policy regarding parking at charging points plays a role in charging behavior as well. On the one hand, the local policy in Amsterdam states that the two parking spots next to a charging stations are only allowed for EVs connected to that charging station. Note that this policy states connected not charged. The policy thus prohibits non-EV cars to charge at one of the two parking places next to a charging spot, whereas non charging yet connected EVs are allowed to park at this spot. In theory EV users can decide to park their EV connected but not charging on a free EV parking spot in a high parking pressure area. Speidel and Braunl [25] found ~90% parking time in their Australian trial. On the other hand, in Berlin the local policy explicitly states charging, not connecting. Berlin is known to remove fully charged electric vehicles even at night. This implies that a for a given local policy separation between parking intentions and charging intentions should be made when studying charging behavior.

Vehicle properties are the third external factor that influences charging behavior as mentioned in literature. The type of EV such as PHEV (plug in hybrid electric vehicle) or FEV (full electric vehicle) has a large impact on some of the dimensions of charging behavior such as frequency and charging amount in terms of kilowatt-hours. Yet, other EV user preferences such as arrival times would probably not been affected by the type of EV.  

2.3 Definition of charging behavior

Now that different aspects of charging behavior are discussed a specific definition of charging behavior is defined in this paper in order to be able to evaluate developed hypotheses against the available data in the dataset for this study. In this study charging behavior is defined as a successful result of the intentional behavior to charge a specific EV at a preferred charging point. The intention for charging is affected by the factors defined in Table 1. In this definition the successful result refers at the charge session generating measurable parameters initiated after searching for and driving to a charging station. As a result of this definition the unsuccessful charge sessions, thus situations in which EV users have an intention to charge, yet no charging point in the vicinity are not taken into account in this study.

3 Methodology

This paper is focused on distinguishing different user types and developing relevant parameters in able to measure charging behavior. This was done by extracting available parameters from literature, complemented by parameters found in discussions with key stakeholders in the supply chain of charging infrastructure. A framework was set up for measuring user charging behavior, including a selection of the parameters expected to be suitable for measuring charging behavior.

Next, a set of different user types was developed based on discussions with policy makers from the municipality of Amsterdam, a leading city in the Netherlands when it comes to developing charging infrastructure. For each user type assumptions were made regarding the distinctive user behavior. The assumed behavior was then transformed into measurable user characteristics and collected in the developed framework. For a first evaluation of the developed framework a dataset of charging sessions in the city of Amsterdam was used to validate whether these user types can be found in the data. Finally, the implications and possibilities of applying these user types for optimizing the rollout of charging infrastructure were shortly discussed.

3.1 Data collection

For the first evaluation of the developed framework the data collected in two large databases provided by the charging point operators responsible for rolling out 1000 charging points by 2014 and made available by the municipality of
Amsterdam (as data-owner) was used. At the end of 2014 more than 1125 charging points were exploited. In 2014 more than 380,000 charge sessions were logged of more than 10,000 charge cards. This provides a unique dataset that allows to establish deeper insight in actual usage of charging points and distinguish between different user types as well as test the hypotheses concerning the expected charging behavior. The raw data delivered by the charging point operators first needed to be prepared before becoming of use in this research. A more precise description of the data preparation and filtering of this study is described in [26].

4 Results: Framework for user types

In order to develop a framework for user types literature was used to identify relevant parameters in 4.1 before developing assumptions on expected user charging behavior in 4.2.

4.1 Measurable parameters of charging behavior

A growing amount of papers related to charging infrastructure use parameters for characterizing charging station types and user groups. Most papers distinguish one or two types of users (home and work charging), while more detailed charging behavior is likely to occur within these two broad categories. Given that the dataset in Amsterdam includes a user base of more than 5000 users it is relevant to establish whether indeed different user types can be discerned. Therefore, more distinctive characteristics are needed to prevent overlapping of user types.

Most studies [5, 18, 6, 16] operationalize charging behavior in terms of charge kWh, weekly charge time pattern, parking time ratio (defined as the non-charging time over the total connection time), weekly and hourly energy supply pattern, weekly driving patterns. Those are relevant measures taken into account in this study as well. Yet, while those measurable properties of charging behavior are relevant, they do not reflect the consistency of the behavior of users, e.g. while some users may be fairly consistent in charging behavior (likely commuters) others may have a more diverse charge pattern (for instance users of electric or visitors).

Therefore in addition, this study includes consistency per user type as well by taking into account the standard deviation of several parameters, such as start and end time and kWh. It also takes into account the mean amount of charging point used per charging sessions. This is referred at as charging point volatility for a given charging infrastructure density per transaction per user type.

Another parameter that is assumed to be distinctive for user types in this study is the time ratio (TR), defined as the ratio between connection time and charging time. In a typical situation an EV user might be connected for 8 hours at a charging location of which 4 hours or charging takes places. This results in a TR of 50%.

Furthermore, the parameter charging point volatility measures the strength of the user preference for specific charging points. Some types (e.g. residents or commuters) of users may charge at only a few charging points whereas others might use many charging points (car sharing, visitors). There is a difference in the absolute and relative volatility, since the available amount of charging points per user per charge session is not constant. For instance, the car sharing scheme may use all charging points in Amsterdam anytime and everywhere, whereas the residents are bounded to the parking zone that they have access to. Moreover, the density of charging points within a parking zone, thus available to a specific EV user, differs per parking zone and is unstable over time since the rollout of EV infrastructure is a continuous process. Therefore, the relative charging point volatility takes into account the available charging points for a specific EV user for each single moment that a transaction takes place.

In addition to aforementioned studies, this study distinctly takes into account several stereotypes of EV users and therewith takes into account the shape of the relative distribution of connection time per hour of the day over the total amount of charge sessions per user.

Another addition of this study is the time between sessions for a specific user (TBS or λ), defined as the time between two charge sessions (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: definition of lambda](image)

This TBS and the standard deviation of the TBS per user and user type could be used as an indicator
of which user type a specific EV user is. For example a large and irregular TBS could indicate at typical visitor. Furthermore, using TBS allows to develop correlations with other parameters. For example, in the dataset of this study the driving patterns are unknown; yet, the strength of correlation between lambda and charged kWh (C,L,kWh) could provide an indication the driving pattern of an EV user.

A correlation that is assumed to be distinctive for several user types, is the correlation between the start time of a session and the time ratio of that session (C,S,TR). A strong correlation indicates that the time that a user starts charging highly affects the time ratio of that charge session. For example, residents are assumed to leave from home around a standard time, yet could have arrived the previous day at different times. If for instance the amount of kWh charged and therewith the charging time is constant, then arriving later at home will lead to higher time ratio. This might not be the case for car sharing scheme users.

The pattern type displays the relative distribution of connection hours per hour of the day (0 to 23). The pattern type is generated by transposing the start and end time of each charge session to a distribution table that sums the amount of time of that session per hour of the day. For instance a session that starts at 9:30 AM and ends at 11:45 AM results in three rows in the transposed table (1) hour number 9 with 50%, (2) hour number 10 with 100% and (3) hour number 11 with 75% fill. Summing up all the percentages results in the charge pattern visible in Figure 5. The pattern graphs are generated by summing up all transposed connection hours per charge sessions per hour of the day divided by the total amount of connection hours per user over all time.

Table 2 gives a non-mathematical overview of the parameters used in this study. Most parameters are researched in this study as mean per user to indicate the impact of the charging behavior and standard deviation to research the consistency of the user behavior.

Table 2: parameters of charging behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start time</td>
<td>Mean and standard deviation of the start time of first charge session of the pattern. This is measured at the left side of the pattern, see Figure 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End time</td>
<td>Mean and standard deviation of the end time of last charge session of the pattern. This is measured at the right side of the pattern see Figure 5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Assumptions on user charging behavior

It is known that within the Amsterdam area several user types are present. These are residents, commuters, car sharing scheme users, taxis, visitors and entrepreneurs. The car sharing program and electric taxi companies have an exclusive contract with the municipality of Amsterdam. In this contract the exclusive right to provide their services is agreed with the delivery of the charge card numbers of the vehicles to the municipality in return. In this study when mentioning car sharing as a user, the charge card of one car that could be used by all car sharing users is referred at since the car sharing program members could use all cars and the individual car sharing member information is not known. Although entrepreneurs are a new and growing part of the EV population, they are currently left out of this study since not enough data was present in the dataset.
4.2.1 Residents
Residents are expected to have a strong weekly pattern of end-charging in the morning and start-charging in the evening at weekdays and no fixed pattern charging behavior in the weekend. Typically no correlation is expected between the start connection time and end connection time. A weak correlation is expected between the start charging time and the time ratio. Furthermore some residents might display a medium to strong correlation between the amount of charged energy and the time between two charge sessions. Over time a typical valley pattern is expected to be visible in connection time per hour.

4.2.2 Commuters
Like residents, commuters are expected to have a clear pattern on weekdays. Commuters tend to leave on the same day as they arrive. They tend to start charging in the morning and depart (disconnect) in the afternoon on weekdays. Like residents, an irregular pattern of charging is expected to be displayed in weekends. Little to no correlation is expected between the amount of charged energy and the time between two charge sessions. Over time there is a typical hill pattern visible in connection time per hour.

4.2.3 Taxis
Taxi drivers are expected to charge at home between shifts of work, at taxi business location during working times and at any location for short periods during shifts. This implies a threefold charging behavior that is regular over weeks. The taxi business location is not public infrastructure and therefore not part of charging behavior in this research. The connection times are expected to be significantly shorter than residents and commuters and the time ratio tends to appear higher than residents and commuters. A medium to strong correlation between start connection time and end connection time is expected. The difference between weekdays and weekends is less visible than the other users, since taxi drivers have a seven days’ workweek.

4.2.4 Visitors
Visors are expected to display irregular pattern of arrival, tend to charge more often in weekends than weekdays and tend to start connecting in the morning and end in the evening. Like commuters, they are expected to limitedly charge overnight. The variety of time ratio is expected to be high due to the differences in behavior between the visitors. Also, they are expected to charge on public charging spaces in high parking pressure areas more than low parking pressure areas.

4.2.5 Car sharing
There are many car sharing users using one single car. In this research the charge card of each single car is focused on, which implies the sum of all users of the car. Car sharing users are expected to start connecting all day at various charging points all over the city, except for late at night. Next, car sharing cars are assumed to drive during traffic peak times and thus not charging at traffic peak times. Therefore, in the hourly charging pattern dips are expected during traffic peak times. The car sharing cars tend to be disconnected before being fully charged except at night, therefore the time ratio generally is high. There is a difference between weekdays and weekends, since traffic peak times in weekends tend to be different than during weekdays. This might be visible in hourly patterns, amount of charge sessions and daily amount of kWh charged.

4.2.6 RC chargers
A small part of the residents tend to charge as commuters as well. In those cases a double charging behavior pattern containing elements from both commuters as well as residents can be seen.

4.3 Charging behavior parameters
The assumed behavior of the different user types from the previous paragraph were operationalized in measureable charging behavior parameters, summarized in Table 3. Based on the assumptions it was possible to fill in all parameters with sufficient details to distinguish user types. Note that the values in Table 3 are expected values to be validated against the dataset.

The pattern type displays the relative distribution of connection hours per hour of the day (0 to 23), see paragraph 4.1. It can be seen that only when the pattern type is hill type (see Figure 5), the mean start and mean end times are meaningful. The reason for this is that in a multiple saw teeth pattern the various mean start times (e.g. 9:00 AM and 6:00 PM) will result in 1:30 PM, which is not meaningful since no session starts at that time. Therefore in case of other patterns, the spread of the start and end times were given. It can also be seen that some parameters, particularly the ones indicating a correlation, tend
to vary within certain degrees per individual user. Yet, it is assumed that the variance on these parameters between users outside the user typology is larger than the variance within the user typology.

The *absolute kWh charged* appears not to be a meaningful parameter for charging behavior since it reflects the different car type in the user types that contain multiple car types BEV, PHEV. This causes an unnecessary high standard deviation of the kWh. Therefore the relative parameters were described in Table 3.

However, the Taxis in this research are all Tesla model S and the car sharing cars are all Smart fortwo’s. For those user groups both the absolute as well as the relative parameters are meaningful to use.

When looking closer at the residents and commuters it can be seen that at weekdays the commuters and residents are assumed to be practically inverse to each other. Yet, at weekends there is a difference. Residents are assumed to charge more in weekends, whereas commuters may make occasional visits during weekends.

The $C,L,kWh$ parameter is assumed to be high only for the car sharing cars. This parameter could be seen as an indicator of the degree of solely using public charging infrastructure (and not private). The RC chargers might also solely use public charging infrastructure and therefore are assumed to have a higher $C,L,kWh$ as well.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Residents</th>
<th>Commuters</th>
<th>Taxis</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
<th>Car sharing</th>
<th>RC chargers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start time</strong></td>
<td>Weekdays between 5:00 PM and 7:00 PM with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Weekdays between 7:30 AM and 9:00 AM with low to medium standard deviation</td>
<td>Varies, at night, around midday at residential zones, spread over the day in other zones</td>
<td>Mostly between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM, high standard deviation</td>
<td>All day, standard deviation irrelevant</td>
<td>Both resident and commuter times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>End time</strong></td>
<td>Next morning between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM hours with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Same day around 6 PM with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Varies, in the early morning.</td>
<td>Mostly between 6:00 PM and 22:00 PM, high standard deviation</td>
<td>All day, standard deviation irrelevant</td>
<td>Both resident and commuter times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong></td>
<td>Long, around 8 hours with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Long, around 8 hours with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Short, 4 hours</td>
<td>Long, 8 hours</td>
<td>Very short (around 4 hours), except for charging sessions starting at night</td>
<td>Both resident and commuter aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TBS weekdays</strong></td>
<td>Medium around 10 hours, consistent per user with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Medium around 10 hours, consistent per user with low standard deviation</td>
<td>Low (2 to 4 hours) to medium (6-8 hours)</td>
<td>Very long (varying from days to weeks), inconsistent, high standard deviation</td>
<td>Very short (2-4 hours) with high standard deviation</td>
<td>Both resident and commuter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TBS weekends</strong></td>
<td>Medium consistency per user, medium standard deviation</td>
<td>Inconsistent per user, high standard deviation</td>
<td>Low (2 to 4 hours) to medium (6-8 hours)</td>
<td>Very long (varying from days to weeks), inconsistent, high standard deviation</td>
<td>Very short (2-4 hours) with high standard deviation</td>
<td>Inconsistent, medium standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>kWh</strong></td>
<td>Mean 60% of max kWh of car type, medium standard deviation</td>
<td>Mean 80% of max kWh of car type, medium standard deviation</td>
<td>Inconsistent per session, high standard deviation, many times max kWh of car battery</td>
<td>Inconsistent per user, high standard deviation across all user types even with same cars</td>
<td>Median around 60% of max battery capacity mean is slightly lower.</td>
<td>Consistent per user, could vary based on early or later charging session at a specific day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charging point volatility</strong></td>
<td>Mean low (1-5) for absolute volatility, individual users could deviate</td>
<td>Very low (1-3) absolute volatility</td>
<td>Medium (around 10), except for home charging between shifts</td>
<td>High over all users, medium (around 8) per user</td>
<td>High &gt; 80 charging points used, absolute volatility and relative volatility high as well</td>
<td>Medium (around 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Ratio</strong></td>
<td>Low, consistent around 20-30%</td>
<td>Medium, per user consistent around 20-30%</td>
<td>High on the short sessions medium on the longer sessions (around 40%)</td>
<td>Low, inconsistent around 20-30%</td>
<td>High, many times 100% mean around 40%</td>
<td>Low, inconsistent around 20-30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C,L,kWh</strong></td>
<td>Medium (~0.5), varies per user</td>
<td>Low to none (0 to 0.2), varies per user</td>
<td>Medium (~0.5), depending on starting time</td>
<td>Low to none, varies per user</td>
<td>High (~0.8), for all users</td>
<td>Medium to high (0.5 to 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C,S,TR</strong></td>
<td>High correlation between, later arrival tends to result in higher time ratio</td>
<td>High correlation between, later arrival tends to result in higher time ratio</td>
<td>Low for all users</td>
<td>Low for all users</td>
<td>Low for all users</td>
<td>Low, due to the combination of both patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern type</strong></td>
<td>Valley</td>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>Multiple saw teeth</td>
<td>Flatt with possible peaks</td>
<td>Valley at daytimes when driving flat at night</td>
<td>Flat pattern with two small valleys for travel time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Initial evaluation of results

In this paragraph, a few of the measurable parameters in for known user types Table 3 are compared with the data in the dataset. The known user types are recognized by the RFID card number in the dataset. These are taxis and car sharing cars. The unknown part of the data thus contains the other groups (commuters, residents, visitors and RC chargers). In this paragraph the pattern type, start times and kWh distribution and charging point volatility are illustrated.

5.1 Pattern types

The pattern type displays the relative distribution of connection hours per hour of the day (0 to 23). The pattern type is generated by transposing the start and end time of each charge session to a distribution table that sums the amount of time of that session per hour of the day. Figure 2 displays six pattern types found in the dataset. The x-axis in the graphs is the hour number starting at 0 and ending at 23. The y-axis in this graph is the percentage of all charge session that include that specific hour of the day. It can be seen that the y-axis have different scales due to the different dispersions.

Figure 2 displays six typical user patterns of the relative distribution of connection hours as found in the available databases. In this figure the saw teeth pattern of the taxi driver is clearly visible. It can be seen that this taxi driver has more short charging sessions during daytimes and more long sessions in the evening. Clearly visible for this user type is that little to no connection takes place between 5 and 11 AM. The reason for that could be that these taxis have exclusive license to transport persons to Schiphol airport and the first flights after night depart from 6 AM.

The two residents' profiles display a valley like pattern. One can see that the valley in the pattern of resident 1 starts and stops earlier than resident 2. It can be hypothesized that resident 2 has a job that starts and ends later.

The commuter in Figure 2 displays a typical hill type pattern, although the peak at 9 AM in Figure 2 displays an unexpected high amount of charging hours at that time. The tail of the hill could indicate that this user works overtime. The tiny blocks at night indicate that this car has charged overnight few times. It could be that the user had another vehicle back home while leaving the car at the charging station at night. A clear difference between the commuter and the residents is that the value of the bottom in the residents pattern is much higher. A reason for this could be charging in the weekends.

The car sharing pattern displays the charging all day with a slight dip in the afternoon and a little peak around 12:00 PM. The reason for this could be that car sharing cars are mostly used at that time. The visitor found in the dataset displays an interesting pattern. On one hand a clear pattern of arrival in the morning and leaving in the evening is visible. On the other hand some overnight charging is visible as well. This may indicate two subtypes of charging behaviour within the visitors user type.

It can be said that the patterns found in the data show a reasonably good match with the operationalised hypotheses in Table 3.
5.2 Starting times

The Schiphol taxi drivers are known to mostly live in the Amsterdam district “Nieuw-West”. Since the introduction of electric taxis the amount of kWh increased exponentially. Figure 3 displays the start of charge sessions of the taxis in district Nieuw West, which is assumed to be home charging. It can be seen that many sessions of taxi drivers start at night, after the evening shift, or just for the evening around 4 PM.

Contrary to this pattern of the start of charge sessions of the taxi driver population, sessions at typical business locations follow another pattern. Figure 4 displays the amount of charge sessions of the taxi population per hour number started at business locations. The typical peaks at 12, 2PM and 4PM appear in this graph while a more dispersed distribution is visible in Figure 3.

Figure 3: amount of sessions started per hour for taxis at typical home locations

Figure 4: Amount of sessions started per hour for taxis at typical destination locations (district city Center, Westpoort, Zuid-Oost)

Figure 5: Distribution of start times of the unknown group (residents, visitors and commuters) in both weekdays and weekends

Figure 5 displays the relative distribution of starting times of charge sessions for commuters, residents, visitors and RC chargers together for weekdays and weekends for the whole city of Amsterdam. This graph is related to the start time variable in Table 3.
In this picture it can be seen that the peaks for starting sessions in the morning and evening are higher during weekdays than in weekends. Although the difference appears less prevalent than expected in Table 3, more insight is needed in the exact patterns of the three user groups.

In Figure 6 the distribution of start times for car sharing users is visible. The expected dip in start of charges sessions late night is clearly visible in this graph, which supports the assumed charging behavior in 4.2.5 operationalized in Table 3 at the start time variable. The pattern is significantly different than Figure 5, while the difference between weekdays and weekends is close to none, which also supports the parameters described in Table 3.

Figure 6: Distribution of start times for car sharing in both weekdays and weekends

Concluding it can be said that taxis and car sharing users support the results of Table 3 regarding the starting times. The unknown group containing data from the residents, commuters visitors and RC chargers requires more in depth insight in specific behaviour of these user groups before support of variables in Table 3 can be claimed.

5.3 kWh distribution

In this paragraph the mean kWh of Table 3 charged per used group is compared with results from the dataset. Figure 7 displays the distribution of mean kWh charged per session for car sharing users. It can be seen that the distribution follows the normal distribution around a mean of 9 kWh except for a few cars on the left side. The electronic Smart Fortwo’s have a battery capacity of 17.6 kWh, which results in a mean of ~50% full charging per session. This is in line with the operationalized assumptions in Table 3 that states that a mean of around 60% of the max battery size is charged per charge session.

Figure 7: Frequency distribution of mean kWh per session for car sharing users

Figure 8 displays the frequency distribution of mean kWh charged per session for taxis. On the right side a normal distribution alike diagram with a mean of around 52 kWh is visible. Next, a small amount of users displays a significantly lower mean on the left side.

Figure 8: Frequency distribution of mean kWh per session for taxis

In Figure 9 the standard deviation is plotted against the mean kWh for three subgroups within the taxi users group. It can be seen that the group with the lower mean kWh (left side in Figure 8, lower part Figure 9) is a group with a very little amount of charge sessions. The reason for this is that the electric taxis have only been active for a few months. The group on the left side might shift towards the right side in the upcoming months as the amount of charge sessions increases.

Figure 9: Mean versus standard deviation of taxis

Comparing the results of Figure 8 and Figure 9 with Table 3 it can be said that the figures support the hypotheses in the table.
In Figure 10 and Figure 11 the left and right side of the frequency distribution of the mean kWh per sessions for commuters, residents, visitors ad RC chargers is displayed. The distribution is purposely cut into two diagrams since the high frequencies of the left side of the graph would diminish the right side.

Figure 10: Mean kWh distribution for residents, visitors and commuters (left side)

It can be seen from Figure 10 that there is a large group charging a minimum amount of kWh per session. It would be interesting to see the exact user types and circumstances for these low kWh sessions in order to advise on local policy changes that improve charging point performance. The second group on the right side of the distribution displays little coherence in the distribution. In this part of the distribution the specific EV type might play a role. More in depth research is needed to pinpoint specific mean relative or absolute kWh numbers to commuters, residents, visitors ad RC chargers group.

Figure 11: Mean kWh distribution for residents, visitors and commuters (right side)

5.4 Charging point volatility

The next three figures display the amount of charging points used versus the amount of charge sessions. The absolute charging point volatility is the quotient of those parameters. Each dot in Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 represents a single user.

Figure 12: Absolute charging point volatility for taxis

In Figure 12 the absolute charging point volatility for taxis is visible. The mean charging point volatility of the whole user group is 8, with a standard deviation of 6.7. Is can be seen that there is a slide correlation between the amount of charge session and the amount of charging points used.

Figure 13: Absolute charging point volatility for car sharing users

In Figure 13 the charging point volatility of car sharing users is displayed. It is clearly visible that the more charging sessions a single car (thus one charging card) had made, the more charging points were used. The absolute volatility is around 3 (meaning that on average every 3 new charge sessions a new charging point is used), and the amount of charging points used varies from 15 to 270. This partly corresponds with the results of Table 3.

Figure 14: Absolute charging point volatility for commuters and residents
The unknown group (commuters, residents, visitors ad RC chargers) displays a far more wider spread of the charging point volatility. The reason for this could be found in the fact that three user groups were displayed in a single graph. Therefore more in depth research in the differences of these user groups is needed to validate the hypotheses.

6 Conclusion and limitations

This paper identified a gap in literature regarding measurement of user charging behavior on large size datasets. In literature typically residents (home chargers) and commuters are identified and described by a limited amount of parameters, whereas this paper adds new specific user types. This paper provides a number of meaningful parameters that enable to distinguish residents, commuters, visitors, taxis, car sharing users and RC chargers. The user types appear to differ on more than 20 parameters, which have been operationalized with expected ranges of values. In addition to existing literature that describes parameters such as start and end times, this paper adds new parameters particularly usable in research that include wide areas of scope with a high EV infrastructure density and high EV user density. The added parameters not only describe the user behavior but also include consistency parameters per individual user and over the total user type.

Building upon the collected parameters a comprehensive framework was set up that supports in analyzing user types in large datasets. The parameters can be used for development of algorithms that monitor user EV behavior. First evaluations against a large dataset of the municipality of Amsterdam provide illustrations for the validity of the parameters but require further validation in studies that will be presented in follow-up articles. From the graphs in the first evaluation can be seen that specific user groups display significant different user behavior. Particularly the user patterns can be used to develop efficient EV infrastructure rollout strategies.

7 Reflections for practice

7.1 Implications for policy makers

The identification of distinct charging behavior among different user types at a single charging point as presented in Figure 2 provides opportunities for policy makers to optimize the occupancy and performance of these charging points. In case charging points can be placed at locations where different user types are likely to charge, combined charge patterns of user types can increase the potential occupancy significantly. Figure 15 displays how three types of users (car sharing, residential user and commuter) differ in charging behavior, and how on an hourly basis these charging profiles add up to a higher total occupancy without elevated peaks at peak times. Therefore, stakeholders working on roll out of EV infrastructure are likely to benefit to scan areas on user population composition to identify promising locations where charging patterns of different users may be piled up to increase user occupancy, thereby increasing the business case for the charging infrastructure.

![Figure 15: combination of three types of users at same charging point](image)

7.2 Recommendations for further research

This research provides the first steps in developing deeper insight in measuring different user patterns based on a definition of charging behavior. A next step is to validate the defining parameters for the different user types described in table 2 as well as to identify dominant user patterns. Also other factor influencing charge patterns for particular user types will be considered such as weather conditions (identifying weather sensitivity per user type), type of EV (e.g. differences between PHEV and BEV) and EV density in relation to distance between charging points (revealing causal factor to charging point volatility). Similarly, charging behavior will be related to presence of POI’s, shopping areas and parking locations (by using open data from Google Maps) to investigate area specific influences on charging behavior [27] [28]. This research will thus be conducted by adding open data to the existing database, as well as applying the database of charge sessions in the City of Amsterdam as a means of validating the user types. Next further validation in other cities will be...
carried out in order to establish a more generalized model of user types of charging infrastructure. In parallel, together with the involved municipalities, evaluation studies will be carried out whether indeed the user types can be used to optimize the occupancy of charging stations by controlled experiments.

This research is part of a larger research in which data analysis of actual charge behavior is used to support policy makers and companies in the supply chain of charging infrastructure to make more effective decisions in roll out of charging infrastructure. Apart from establishing user types, the research involves analyzing seasonal patterns, trends in charge behavior, benchmarking charge behavior between cities, and developing more predictive models that can support in optimizing the use of charging infrastructure in city boundaries. This research thereby strives to contribute to lowering the barriers for the development of charging infrastructure.
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